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Geometry and Physics

Stable Marriage ?

Chern - Simons

Jones - Witten
theory
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Beautiful Mathematics

Projective Geometry

Quaternions

Hodge theory

J.A. Todd

Hamilton
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Projective Geometry

Twisted cubic, Klein Quadric, Kummer 
Surface

Cross-Ratio Invariant of 4 points

y2 = f4(x)

Cubic Surface 27 lines (E6)

Plane Quartic Curve 28 bi-tangents (E7)

Ref: 1, 75, 76
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Veronese surface

CP2 CP9 by cubics

Projection down n steps n≤8

Del Pezzo surfaces

(blow up   n points)

H2 quadratic form signature (1,n)

orthogonal to K Lattice of En

Related to dim. reduction for string theory

(Vafa)  
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Division Algebras

Real, Complex, Quaternion, Octonion   Ai

Identity, Comm, Assoc, ?

4 projective planes  Hopf invariant 1

Adams (+Atiyah)

Ref 42
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Magic Square

Ref 42

Tits – Freudenthal Ai x  Aj

Kervaire invariant 1   (Hopkins)
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Clifford algebras

V vector space with quadratic form   f

Cliff(V,f) : x2 = f(x) . 1

Rescale f by hf and vary h from 0 to ∞
h 0 gives H* (classical limit)

h∞ singular, but use ―duality‖
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K – theory

Dirac operator, Bott Periodicity

AH spectral sequence

H*(X,Z)  Gr(K*(x))
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Arithmetic

Algebraic Geometry over Q

Serre, Grothendieck spec (Z)

Finite primes p , ∞ prime (char 0)

Class-field theory, Frobenius

Quillen algebraic K-theory

(AH spectal sequence)

Ref 122
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Number Theory – Geometry – Physics

Connes Penrose Witten

NC algebra twistors strings

Ref 155
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Zero and Infinity

Difficulties with  ∞ (and zero) 

Hilbert, Gödel, Brouwer, Weyl

Constructivists, computation

Is space-time ―granular‖ at very small scale?
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Ultra–violet cut-off

Connes model

2 sheets  standard model

in arithmetic  Riemann Hypothesis

Weil conjecture  R.H. over finite fields

Cyclic homology for 

associative algebras  N.C. Geometry
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Atiyah - Moore

retarded Dirac operator D + k exp(-rD)

r quantized ~ Compton wave-length : 10-5 cm

-k2/h2= cosmological constant : 10-56 cm-2

μ = kr/h dimensionless constant

Ref 174
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Magic Square

Use all 4 Division Algebras

1, 2, 3   Standard Model E.M, weak, strong

4 (octonions)     Gravity

- Candidate for combined theory for E8

Well-defined, finite (cut-off)

Related to Connes for 1, 2, 3
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Millenium Problems

1. P versus NP

2. The Hodge conjecture

3. The Poincare conjecture (Perelman)

4. The Riemann hypothesis

5. Yang-Mills existence and mass gap

6. Navier-Stokes existence and smoothness

7. The Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture

8. Fermat (Wiles)
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Problems for Simons Center

• Prove all 8 in maximal form

• Exhibit inter-relation between all 8

• Develop Theory over Z , combining

Arithmetic – Geometry – Physics
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Special Case

Riemann Hypothesis Quantum Gravity

Zeros of Riemann Zeta functions are eigenvalues 

of Gravity Hamiltonian 
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―I want to know how God created this world. I am not interested 

in this or that phenomenon, in the spectrum of this or that 

element. I want to know his thoughts. The rest are details.‖

―Quantum mechanics deserves much respect. But an inner voice tells 

me that is not yet the real thing. The theory gives much, but hardly 

brings us to the mystery of the old fellow. At any rate, I am convinced 

that the old fellow does not throw dice.‖

―The Lord is clever, but not malicious‖.

―If God created the world, it was clearly 

not his main concern to make it such that 

we understand it‖.
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―Numbers rule the Universe‖

Pythagoras

―God is a geometer‖

Plato 

―God created everything by numbers‖

Isaac Newton

―The Great Architect of the Universe now 

begins to appear as a pure mathematician‖

James Jeans

―Mathematics possesses not only truth but

some supreme beauty‖

Bertrand Russell 
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―The mathematician's patterns

like those of the painter's or the poet's

must be beautiful

the ideas

like the colours or the words

must fit together in a harmonious way

Beauty is the first test

There is no permanent place in the world

for ugly mathematics‖
G H Hardy
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―Our minds are finite

Yet we are surrounded by possibilities

that are infinite

and the purpose of human life

is to grasp as much as we can

of that infinitude‖

Alfred Whitehead 
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―The most incomprehensible thing

about the world

is that it is comprehensible‖

―Don't worry about your difficulty in mathematics

I can assure you mine are greater‖

Albert Einstein 
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I had a feeling once about Mathematics —

that I saw it all

Depth upon depth was revealed to me —

a quantity passing through infinity

and changing its sign from plus to minus

I saw exactly why it happened ...

but as it was after dinner

I let it go

Winston Churchill 
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Old Mathematicians never die

They just ―tend to infinity‖

Anonymous
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Dreams

In the broad light of day mathematicians check

their equations and their proofs, leaving no stone

unturned in their search for rigour. But, at night,

under the full moon, they dream, they float among

the stars and wonder at the miracle of the heavens.

They are inspired. Without dreams there is no art,

no mathematics, no life. 


